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Inland Empire Mexican
Consul is only female
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foreign service officer in
California
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COMUNIDAD MEXI&ANA
A LA COMUNIDA
A
ESTE 16
16' DE
CELEBRAHOS UN'
AiO ■
UN ANQ
EPfIEMBRE, LOS MEXICANOS CELEBRAMOS
J SEPTIEMBRE,
ES.iE
IFICO
IG
QCE
MAS
DEL
LLAMADQ
"GRITO
DE
DOLORES",
HECHO
QDE
SIGNIFICOL
■
DOLORB~",
LLA. ADO "GRTTO
A~
ELL r·rcro
INICIO DE
UM
DURA
Y
LARGA
LUCHA
DE
NUESTRO
PUEBLO
p’oR
Dt UNA DURA y LARGA LtCHA D UE TRO PUEBLO POR
~EXICO
EL MEXICO
TERMINAR
CONSTRUIR -EL
AR CON EL YUGO COLONIAL EUROPEO YY CO'STRUIR
TERI,
INDEPENDIENTE
V SOBERANO
SOBERANQ DE
^
DE HOY.
DEPEND IE NTE Y
•' IN

NTOS
POR
TAL M
MOTIVO,
COMPATRLOTAS AA CELEBRAR JU
JUNTOS
OTIVO, INVITO AA MIS COMPATRIOTAS
PO RTAL
PATRI OTICO
FE RVOR PATRIOTICO
TAN TRASCENDENTAL HECHO HISTORICO, CON EL
EL FERVOR
NUESTRO PUEBLO
A NUESTRO
Y
Y EL ORGULLO QUE CARACTERIZA A
PUEBLO..
COMPARTIRA
QUE COMPARTIRA
RAL, QUE
ASIMlSMO, SALUDO A
ASIMISMO,
A LA COMUNIDAD EN
EN GENE
GENERAL,
CON LOS MEXICANOS LA CELEBRACION DEL 18
1822 ANIVERSARIO DE LA

Lie. Columba
Columba Calvo
Rumald~ Cuen-Marquez
By Rumaldo

INDEPENDENC I A DE
INDEPENDENCIA
DE MEXICO.

m

The Inland Empire has the distinction
of having the only Mexican female
ATENTAMENTE 1
MUY ATENTAMENTE
foreign service officer in the State of
MUY
Califom_ia!
California!
^
Lie. Columba Calvo is the Mexican
Consul, representing her government in
V,
L ~ V.
~ )CALVO
O L M.
C
COLUMBA
the vast San Bernardino and Riverside
DE MEXICO
CONSUL
CONSUL DE
Clark County,
Counties, in addition to Claiic
Sitting in her spacious office,
1,.;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:.1 Nevada. Sining
repre sentative of neighboring
the representative
Mexico is an attractive woman who .
If
compasradiates warmth, humor and compas
profession, but overall she projects a profes
offiher
with
consistent
attitude
sional
offi
11lC
The Mexican Consul's Office in San Mexican Consul in San Bernardino, the by Aurelio Leonar Solis.
Bernardino announced the exhibition of art exhibit was loaned to the United
The art exhibit was recently shown in cial responsibilities.
celIn August, 1992, Consul Calvo cel
torial art "Pueblo
the i,.
pictorial
"Fhieblo Ayer, Hoy y States by the State of Puebla, Mexico. Historic Monument Park, Los Angeles
anniversary
persons
of
thousands
ebrated
the
first
in
the
Inland
by
seen
and
Siempre" at the Feldheym Public LiLi The exhibit shows 22 outstanding art
Empire.
Ber- exhibits by outstanding Mexican artists. throughout the Los Angeles area.
brary, 555 West 6th Street, San Ber
Born in the Federal District of
Bom
nardino, commencing at 2:00 PM,
Among a few of the exhibits include
September 12, 1992, continuing to "Bebedores de.Pulque"
de .Pulque" by Fernando
For additional information on the art Mexico, she studied at the University of
majoririg in international relacall the Mexican Consul Office Mexico, majoring
exhibit,
1992.
September 30,
Junto
Crecer
"Quiero
Lago,
Rodriquez
30,1992.
889-9836.
Calvo,
(714)
at
Columba
to
According
a TI''
889-9836.
ContJnued on page
TT' by Chelo Gutierrez, "Devociqn"
"Deyocion"
Contjnued
page 2
^V V

diuyh

JExrco

"Pueblo
Pueblo Ayer, Hoy y Siempre" Art Exhibit
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Inland Empire Hispanic News
Mexican Consul, Woman of DistinctionDistinction - From
From Page
Page 11
is never ending, but very challenging,
sometimes with limited resources.
resources.
The work which she alludes to for
herself and office staff involves labor
disputes, insurance coverage, conflicts
with law enforcement agencies, issuing
passports, other legal documents
dcKuments and
hidmost importantly, the findings of hid
den social abuses that usually include
blatant discrimination.
Consul Calvo f~els
feels strongly that
Mexican citizens immigrating to the
United States should learn English and
American laws as rapidly as possible in
order to become more fully integrated
in the American social and economic

tions. Prior to her current appointment,
she was Mexican Diplomatic Corps'
Corps'
Charge D' Affaires in Panama for sev•
sev
enteen months, during
(luring which time she
she
experienced the American invasion of
of
that country.
country.
"I
" I was offered an opportunity to enter
enter
the Foreign Service and appointment as
as
that
consul in San Bernardino. I decided that
knowlthe change would increase my knowl
edge and experience," she said.
Consul Calvo stated that her major
responsibility is "to protect the Mexican
citizens who are residents in
in aa foreign
foreign
land." According to the Consul, this
this
which
entails a
a daily avalanche of
of work
work which

La
La Ciudad
Ciudad de
de Rialto
Rialto embraza
embraza yy saluda
saluda el
el
Septiembre!
de
seis
y
espirito
espirito del
del diez
diez y seis de Septiembre!
T K

I
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John Longville
Mayor

•Mickey McClure
member
Council
Councilmember
•Sam Curtis
Councilmember
•Tom Hallum
City Treasurer

•Midge Zupanic
Mayor Pro Tempore
•Tom Sawyer
member
Council
Councilmember
•Joe Sampson
Cler!<, i,
C ity Clerk
..City

ers
Pierc
(Ill
Piercee Broth
Brothers
MORTUARIES and CEMETERIES

MORTUAR IES and CEMETER IES
Serving
Serving the.
the Inland
Inland Empire
Empire
l'OIITMIA

life ..
way of life..
the Hispanic
of the
Her observations of
Hispanic
States,
people in the United States, as
as a-whole,
a whole,
become
crucial need to become
is that there is a cmcial
particimore educated, organized and partici
pate in the political, economic and social
reprethe repre
activities in order to have the
sentation and power to be recognized
as an integral group.
group.
the
Consul ,Calvo's
Calvo's office reflects the
deep passion and pride that she feels
magnificent
for her country. There is a magnificent
portrait behind her desk of Mexican
President Carlos Salinas Gotari. The
portrait identifies with Consul Calvo's
expression of deep conviction and
and
fervor for her devotion, as she said,
said,""to
to
serve Mexico".
In addition, there are several portraits
of world renowned Mexican artist Frida
frier\d of another
life.long friend
Kalo, (the life-long
and aa
Mexican great, Diego Rivera) and
on
myriad of books and magazines on
on
subjects
including
affairs,
-world
world
subjects on
cultural
various social, political and cultural
backgrounds.
backgrounds.
has
tenure, Consul Calvo has
During her tenure.
been actively involved in developing aa
govnetworking system with major gov
ernmental agencies and community,
cultu ral organizations
social and cultural

SAN BERNARDINO, Calif.
Calif - Bishop
Straling asked Catholic parishioners to
do something very different during the
weekend of August 29-30. During each
weekend Mass, parishioners will be
invited to make monetary contributions
· to "Californians Against the Euthanasia
- Death with
Initiative (Proposition 161 -Death
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For mortuary, cemetery,
cemetery, or
or cremation
cremation
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can
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od location~
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location.
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s against
Bishop Straling campaign
campaigns
on 161
"Death with Dignity" Propositi
Proposition
161

Hispanic
The Inland Empire
Empire Hispanic
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and
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News Is
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by the Hispanic CommunicaCommunica
Cortion and Development
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poration.
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jurisdicthroughout the consul office jurisdic
tion. "I feel it is very important to extend
knowl•
myself so that I can become knowl
edgeableofthe
of the functions of government
edgeable
and community activities," she said.
A grave concern for the Mexico's
tJ')e negative stereo•
representative is the
stereo
are linked to the Mexican
types that arc
culture and its people. "Many people
in•
think that Mexican immigrants are in
dealdolent, ignorant, drug addicts or deal
ers. Also, that the Mexican immigrants
are taking away American jobs for lower
wages. The majority of Mexican citizens
per•
who come to the United States to per
that
work
do
usually
work
hard
form
are undesirable or
other people feel arc
menial. With the little money that is
hard working people send
earned, these hartl
to
money to their families in Mexico to
life."
of
·improve
improve their way life."
One of her goals is to change these
underprofound misguided beliefs, under
standing that its an uphill struggle
about
changing mainstream attitudes about
unprevailing stereotypes which has un
justly hindered and plagued the Hispanic
peoples for generations. ,,
our
"I am greatly satisfied when our

The Inland Empire Hispanic News
Is published every two weeks
is
and distributed In
in San BernarBernar
Fontana,
Redlands,
dino, Colton,
. Riverside, Rancho Cucamonga,
Desen. You
Ontario and the High Desert.
advenise by
may subscribe or advertise
by
·6259 or FAX
calling (714) 381
381-6259
FAX
(714) 384-041
384-04199
OFFICE:
OFFICE:
Nonh Waterman
1558-D North
San Bernardino, CA 92404

Dignity Initiative.)"
In addition to monetary contributions,
the church will also ask parishioners to
fo r the
volunteer their time to work for
defeat of the initiative.
During the weekend, priests read a
ad•
letter from the Catholic bishops ad
dressed to all Catholics which explains
why the bishops feel compelled to take
this unprecedented step:
"Because of our belief that life is
sacred and God alone has the right to
create life and to call from life, we
have a moral responsibility to assist
in bringing comfort and care, control
of pain and compassion and sensisensi
tivity to the terminally ill. While we
do not needlessly prolong life through
extraordinary means in terminal
situations, we never directly terminate
life which is so sacred."
In Bishop Straling's letter to parish
with
staffs calling for their cooperation witl^
the effort he states:
...never before has an initiative
""...never
appeared on the ballot that is so
morally repulsive and so contrary to
ourunderstanding
our
understanding of human dignity
and the sanctity of human life. As
church, we have the right and obliobli
pasgation to speak out against the pas
sage of such legislation."
This weekend's appeal begins a twomonth campaign to inform and educate
montli
Catholics and all people of good will
bishabout Proposition 161. Catholic bish
ops hope that the educational process
will enlighten voters about the grave
moral implications of this initiative
defeat it.
and vote to defeat
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IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION LAW
LAW SPECIALIST
SPECIALIST

Russell Jaurequi
pen~JaurequI o_
opens
Riverside LaW
Law Off
Office
ice ·

Russell
Russell Jaurequi
JaurequI
Attorney
Attorney at
at Law
Law
Russell
well-know attorney
Russell Jauregui,
Jauregui, weU-know
attorney
announced the opening of
of hhis
is law
. practice in Riverside.
Mr. Jauregui stated in an interview
that
that he
he will
will practice general
general law
law with
concentration in his area of
of expertise:
proimmigration law. Other services pro
vided by his law office will include
legal advice, visa processing, legalizalegaliza
tion
represention appeals,
appeals, negotiation
negotiation and
and represen
tation at deportation and naturalization
ce will also pprac
racproceedings. The offi
office
riminal and
tice in immigration-related ccriminal
family law matters.
In an interview, Mr. Jauregui stated,
"The primary factor in my decision to
pursue law practice with emphasis on
immigration law is the growing immiimmi
grant population and lack of services in
this specific area of the law."
During his years oflaw
of law practice, Mr.

1

for his community and legal involveinvolve
ment with awards from the Institute for
Social Justice, Inland Empire Latino
Lawyers and Congressman Esteban
Torres.
His memberships include the Inland
Latino Lawyers Association, Institute
for Social Justice, Concilio for EducaEduca
. tional Excellence, UCR Chicano

Jauregui has had extensive experience
in immigrant legal brief preparation;
representing clients before the immiimmi
gration
appeal board; represented
represented clients
clients
gration appeal
on criminal-related immigration and
family
has conducted
family law;
law; and
and has
conducted numernumer
ous legal seminars on immigration and
education rights.
The son of
of Marco and Elizabeth
Jauregui, he was bom
born in Long Beach,
California, Mr. Jauregui attended
,schopls
.n Los Angeles ano
schools,.-.iin
and _Orange _
. Counties. He received his pre-legal
education at the University of CaliforCalifor
nia, Riverside
nia,
Riverside and
and legal
legal education
education at
at
University of San
San Diego. He passed the
California Bar examination in De
December,
1987.
cember, 1987.
Since 1987, he has advised the
Coalition for Humane Immigration
Rights of Los Angeles (CHIRLA) and
local, state and federal legislators on
the policy implications of legislation
relative to immigration law.
Mr. Jauregui is well-known for
fo r his
commitment to the Hispanic commucommu
nities of
of San Bernardino and Riverside
on issues of political and educational
disenfranchisement.
disenfranchisement.
In 1991,
behalf of
In
1991, on
on behalf
of Latino
Latino orgaorga
nizations, he testified before legislative
committees on the importance of the
the
Voting Rights Act in the reapportionreapportion
ment of
of state, federal and supervisorial
districts. He has also worked with other
Public Interest Lawyers on revising
existing discipline procedures of the ,_
California Education Code and develdevel
oping monitoring procedures on the
rights of immigrant students in the
public schools and universities.
Mr. Jauregui has been recognized

and improve their way of life. "This
reflects to the world that the Mexican
government cares about its people,"
she said matter of factly.
When asked whatherpersonal
what her personal future
goal was, she facetiously stated: "as a
Lafegirl
wanted to
get married
married and
and
~ ~
r l II wanted
to get
I have two children." But after seriously
pondering the question, she said that
her lifelong goal is to be promoted to
the prestigious position of ambassador!
Reflecting on her past industrious
year, Consul Calvo remarked on how
how.
fast the year has gone by. "This past
year has been extremely busy as well as a great personal adjustment period for
me. But, I have really enjoyed the people
that I have encountered as well as the
surrounding communities of the Inland
' Empire and Qark County. It is my goal ·
to improve the existing circumstances
for our people in the hope for a better
tomorrow."
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Mexican ConsulConsul - From p. 2
competent consulate office staff is able
to help people solve difficult problems

Alumni, Coalition for Humane Imm.iImmi
grant Rights of Los Angeles and asas
sistant boxing coach ofLa
ofLa Verne Boxing·
Boxing - •
Oub.
Qub.
'.>r
His new law office is located at The
1
•
Orleans Building, 3638 University Ave., ..
'
,
#228, Riverside, California, 92501 and
_can
can be contacted af
at (714) 682-8370 ot
of ·
FAX
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(714) 788-7954.
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Felicidades
1
a la Comumnidad Mexicana^
en conmemoraci6n
conmemoracion y celebraci6n
celebracion
d~I
del diez y seis de Septiembre ·
City of San Bernardino
300
300 North
North •o•
“D* Street
Street

San Bernardino, CA
CA _92418-~1
92418-0001
San

..
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City of San Bernardino ~
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
ECONOMIC
201 North "E" Street,
Street. Third Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92401-1507
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today -and America tomorrow
CHOICES for youth to-day

---

** Self Empowerment Versus Self
communities has robbed our nation of needs of our families dealing with the
Destruction
Through Gang Violence .
our most precious resource, our youth, gang and drug issues. The program beDestractionThrough
be
or
Poly
Drug
Use.
destroying any dreams;
hopes
or
aspi_
gan
in
1987
in
the
Cucamonga
School
dreams,
aspi
ration for a future.-In
California
alone
District and Verdemont Boys Ranch. It
Phase Two is an academic enhancefuture. In
There
TTiere has been a growing public every day two Americans are killed was developed and implemented by off ment/monitoring program implemented
awareness of increasing gang violence indiscriminately due to the senseless duty deputies from theSan Bernardino by Loma Linda University volunteers.
Recent data suggest that at least seven
and alcohol and other drug abuse in gang violence and it is reported that one County Sheriffs Department who felt a
out
of
four
children
are
abusing
drugs
million
young people across o
r~
Sou_
thern California and throughout the
ouru
na4ll
personal commitment to try other solusolu
Southern
nation. And, for more than a decade the and alcohol. The CHOICES Youth tions and to stop the needless gang are behind grades in school and about
presence of gangs and drugs within oor
our Program was developed to meet the violence and self destruction occurring 14 percent of every class does not
graduate from high school. Studies have
amongst our
amongst
our youth.
youth.
The first phase of the program was indicated that failure to achieve a high
classroom instruction which dealt very school education predicts subsequent
realistically with gangs and substance alcohol and other drug use and criminal
abuse. The second phase was to take behavior. The program will provide
the kids on a wilderness experience to one-on-one counseling and individual
develop personal relationships between attention and consistent support and
the students and the officer. It was care for participating students with the
designed to break down the racial, soso goal of improving basic skills, greater
cial and gang barriers that existed in the academic success, and bonding to
group. The third phase was to try ang
and school.
Phase Three will be
be a parenting,
parenting
provide some positive meaningful alal
.
ternatives for the kids that participated program offered to all participating
:,
in
living'
in the program once it was completed. schools. Many of our families are living
Since then CHOICES has grown to in social isolation with no
a multiple agency collaboration using connectiveness to the community, other
families, or the schools and often find
multiple strategies and interventions.
The program is striving to serve as a themselves alienated from the mainmain^
structured mechanism through which stream of American society. They exex-^
perience
identity
crises
and
tend
to
community
resources
and
organizations
to
Tickets are $8.00 Per Person
can systematically plan, communicate, have feelings of loneliness, helplesshelpless
share resources and access technical ness, and powerlessness. Studies have
For information contact:
assistance in hopes of improving the indicated that children lack support,
quality and effectiveness of the direction and life skills usually taught
to them by their parents and without
withoutCHOICES Program.
CHOICES has developed into a these skills the chances for them to
five phase program involving a 17 week become involved in gang activity, alal
school-based curriculum offered by a cohol and other drugs use are increased.
law enforcement officer with the lesson
Phase Four is a experiential wilder
wilderdesigned to teach:
ness
program
implemented
by
Summit
teach:
* Critical Thinking Skills
Adventures, a professional wilderness
* Problem Solving Strategies
organization. The program is one that I
*Emotional ControlDelayed designed to present participants with a
Control-Delayed
Gratification
series of challenges that function as
* Positive Leadership
developmental "Crises" and which call
* Cooperation-Collaboration
upon participants to develop internal
1532 N. Church Street (off Lagonia
Lugonia Avenue)
* Pro-Social Values
qualities and use them to concretely
Redlands, CA
* Academic Success Strategies
benefit not only themselves, but also
the community of program participants.
* Trust Self and Others
* Cultural Awareness
During this phase the student will parpar
ticipate in a one day ropes course, two
day campout and a seven day back
packing course.
Phase Five is a follow up prograrn
program
implemented by .the
the Boys and Girl~
Girl^
Club. The goals are to provide long
term meaningful activities through: ;
* After school sports, games ai|||l
recreation
■
* Involve students in a planning
planning_
council for establishing alternativ
alternative
peer group to gang activity and dru
dru^
~r
involvement.
|
ouf
* Platform for students to speak ou
on issues they perceive are important
to deal with in their community. ,
** Oppoitunities
ser~
Opportunities in community ser
I
vices projects
* Inter generational work*
work• with th#
the
elderly. Career education and Joli
job
Esther Mata
Lucille Figueroa
training
business
f
by
local
Edna Anderson
Caroline Ochoa
The program will be offered in th^;
the
Angie Sandoval
Teresa Serrano
Colton Unified School District and the
Ian Chavez
Syivia
Sylvia Garcia
Continued on page 6

By Ruben Gonzales, Jr.
San Bernardino County
Deputy Sheriff

-

· The
The American
American Legion
Legion Post
Post 650
650
Presents its Annual
j 16th -of September Dance
On September 12,
1992 with the
12,1992

;

Sensation
Life Band
Sensation Nite
Nite Life
Band
9:00 PM to 1:00 AM

No-host Social Hour Begins at 7:00 PM

Alex Garcia
Garcia-^
(714)
793-5416
(714)793-5416
or
or
Tony Garcia
^ ' (714) ·792-6783
792-6783

The
The Members
Members of
of The
The
LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES OF
OF GARZA
GARZA &
& REYES
REYES
•-

Extend
Extend their
their best
best wishes
wishes
to
to all
all during
during the
the celebration
celebration of
of
Di~z
Diez y S~is
Seis de
de Septiembre
Septiembre

·::··: FLORENTINO GARZA
■

«'■

ELOISE
ELCHSE GOMEZ REYES

DONNA GUNNELL GARZA

Election
Electron •92'92

5
9, 1992
September 9,1992
Wednesday, September
Wednesday,
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make things better/or
better for people. We
factoTies back to work,
ut our factories
must put
provide a sound education for our - ^
provide
children and ensure access to health
care for everyone.
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‘7 am counting on you to help me
change California. Remember to
- vote on election day, November 3.
differTogether, we can make a differ
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ence.”
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~rade Conference
Baca
Baca Report~
Reports oil
on Mexican
Mexican Free
FreeTrade
Conference
SAN BERNARDINO --The
The need for
strong educational-industrial ties is
paramount in discussions of a free-trade
pact between Mexico and the United
States, according to Joe Baca who has
returned from a four-day dialogue with
Mexican officials.
Baca, a trustee
tmstee for San Bernardino
Community College District, was among
elected Latinos from the U.S. invited by
Mexican President Carlos Salinas
Cortari to discuss all aspects of the
· Coitari
Achistorical free-trade agreement. Ac
cordingto
cording to estimates, such a treaty would
. create a single market worth $6 trillion,
generated by more than 360 million
consumers.
consumers.
The North American free-trade

agreement is being negotiated by the
White House with not only Mexico, but
Canada as well.
- Salinas Cortari was called away and
did not attend the sessions in Mexico.
Baca met instead with heads of various
departments.
governmental departments.
excelBaca called the meetings "an excel
lent opportunity to dialogue on the freetrade issue." In addition to discussing
education issues, these coRcems
concerns were
voiced:
(of aa
-- "The environmental impact (of
to
pertains to
trade pact), especially as it pertains
·
enforcing waste disposal,
-- "Storage of hazardous wastes,
or
- "The ·actuarial
actuarial infra-structure,
infra-stmcture, or
borders,
traffic flow across borders.

aml-tlTejob
- "Labor, quality control and
thejob
market, both in the U.S. and across the
borders,
con- "Not only jobs, but working con
barcollective
ditions, and a need for
bar
gaining."
Baca said, "One eye opener was
la,borlaws. Workers need be
theirchild lalxirlaws.
only 14 years old. That's a problem that
difficult to answer. And the
is very difHcult
minimum wage is $1 for unskilled, and
$2 for skilled workers, compared to
our $4.25 minimum.
"I asked about the educational
cations.
trainingofworkersinvariousvo
training
of workers in various vocations.
They have no training. What little they
emdo have is left up to individual em
to
way
any
in
tied
ployers, and it is not
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THE GENTS ORGANIZ
ORGANIZATION
the
Salutes the Many Accomplishment
Accomplishments^<^ th#
Hispanic Community in
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J-!elping
Helping Today's Youth
Become Tomorrow's Leaders
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Mexican Independen
Independence
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Trustee
Baca, Trustee
Joe Baca,
Joe
College Dist.
Community College
S.B. Community
DIst.

said.
he said.
.~the education system," he
abo
Baca expressed his concerns aboui
responsibilities on the U.S. side of the
border.
border.
"How do we have to change?," h<
u
wondered. "We have to be geared uf
Wene
treaty).
the
of
for (the effects
We neec
tee
to be ready to retrain for high ted
needs beginning at the K-12 level. li
hig
someone out of higl
used to be that romeone
school could get a job. That's not true
anymore," he said.
anymore,"
exploitatio
He also expressed exploitatior
rece
concerns based on the recen
whic
and in Mexico, whicl
oflland
privatization of
b
there
is resulting in the relocation
b]
a
international corporations. There an
labor issues inherent in those reloca
tions, Baca indicated.
an
tenn ant
Baca, 44, is in his fourth term
pa
thirteenth year as a member and pas
president of the district's board c
trustees, having first been elected i
1979.

CHOICES
CHOICES
Continued from Page 4

16 de septiembre
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Continued from Page 4
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pen
Cucamonga School District and pend
Unifi
ing funding possibly the Chino Unifiei
School District
learn·
CHOICES is committed to leamin;
dru
to fight intelligently against the drug
o
and criminal gangs victimizing ou
Werecogni
schoolsandcommunities.
schools
and communities. We
recogniz
u
that the solution begins with the un
th
derstanding that we have a choice ths
destru
we can stop the killing and self destruc
teach·
tion and control our destiny by teachin;
our young people to make healthy re
sponsible decisions and choices. ^
vi
Or, we can allow the senseless vio
nation
our
of
destruction
lence and destmetion
nation'
acco
future to continue and become accom
peop
plices in the killing of our young peopl
th
by not intervening. We believe tht
and
valuable
is
life
every human
b
surviv
providing our children with the survivt
tools of education and experience tht
p
they will develop into successful pit
thatourinvestme
and
citizens
ductive
that our investmer
in our children today would yield gret
rewards in the future. The direction an
YouthProg
range of the CHOICES Youth
Prograr
is limited only by the imagination an
la
energy of the staff and support from la\
enforcement education, families an
community.
the community.
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Fiestas Patrias
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Women Voters
of Women
League of
honors
20
honors 20 local citizens

Gangs & Drugs Task Force C~lebration
Celebration on Sept. 12
invited to add their names.
Also at the "Labor Day Celebration,"
young people will have the opportunity
to let city leaders know what kind of
services they would like provided in
the communities they live through a
kid's "wish list".

nn.-. 'The event, sponsored by the East
SAN BERNARDINO - Live entertaifru
entertain^ '’"■'’File
ment including music and dance along Valley Community Partnership of the
Countywide
wide Gangs and
with fun activities for children, teens, San Bernardino County
and adults will all be part of a "Labor Drugs Task Force, is being held to "bring
Day Celebration" being held Saturday, the community together to prevent
September 12 from 10 am to 2 pm at substance abuse and gang involvement,"
asaccording to Verlin Alsina, project as
Seccombe Lake Park.
County
will be provided by a sistant for the San Bernardino
Entertainment wiU
number ofperformers including Pat Dee Superintendent of Schools.
(fonnerly of KGGI
At noon, a proclamation signing
& The Jack Factory (formerly
99.1 FM), D-Dash & Fanacie - a vocal/ ceremony will take place, and commucommu
Johnny Lee Bell, nity members attending the event will
dance group, Rapper Johrmy
and Set Free Posse and Low Rider be asked to sign the proclamation
showing their support for a drug and
Ministry.
Ministry.
proclamation
incliJde the gang free community. The proclam
Other fun events will include
ation
Kings Messengers Puppeteers, DARE/ will then go on tour and will be displayed
halls throughout the east
McGruff, a clown, and balloons for the at various city halts
kids along with a variety of children's valley communities of San Bernardino
pe
County where local residents will be
activities and prizes.

be on
Community agencies also will be
serhand with information about the ser
vices their organizations provide and
to answer questions from the public.
Community members can also listen to
speakers on various topics relating to
substance abuse and gangs during
be held in the
presentations which will be
YWCA building, which is just in front
of the park. The park is located at the
corner of 6th Street and Sierra Way.
comer

Coors offers
Special Mexican
Independence
Day Commerative
Can for 1992
CERRITOS - This SepSep
tember 16, Mexican IndeInde
ginal
pendence Day, Ori
Original
Coors will pay a special
tribute to the Mexican
Community across the
southwest by offering a
commemorative 16-ounce
can.
can.
fesFeaturing bright and fes
tive graphics, with "Viva
Mexico!" ddisplayed
i splayed proudly
in the center, the can is sure
collector's item.
to be a collector’s
"This is first time that
Coors, or any other brewery,
has dedicated a commemocommemo
rative can to this important
Mexican holiday," said Bob
Apodaca, Coors field manman
ager. "We hope that this is
the first of many years of
de
16
celebrating
Septiembre in this special
way."
Six-packsofthe
Six-packs
ofthe 16-ounce
can will be displayed along
with colorful point of sale
material in stores throughout
beginSouthern California begin
ning August 24 and will run
through the September 16
I
:.through
holiday, while supplies last.
• I
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SEPTIEMBJIE CON
16ONZAS
16
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safe
iUna cerveza
Ulna
cerveza legendaril
legendariisife
~esTa legendaria!
rtfaAesfa
clleb
clebffrflfa
legendarial
Ori^nalCoorstface
tribute
A

4
Ori ·nal.Coors ce tribut
alalhdepen^nciade
Mexico *
a.ia ndepen - ncia .-. e Mexi
con'una
una lata conmemorativa
con
Mexi80! |
iVL a Mexico!"
onza
A de 16 onzasde
^
"iViya

e

11

11

A

Obtertgay
lata
coleccione su lata
Obte.ftga y coleccionesu

^

riginal .
conmemOfStiva
conmemorativa d~
de Original
♦
sjempr
ue siempre^
ara q
C~rs
Coors para
que
J
?' :.I_
esta fecha llena· _
recuerde
recuerdeestafechallena
a. 1
de color, alegri
alegri|y musi
mus^a.
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Please
Drive
Carefully

The League of Women Voters, San
Bernardino, will honor 20 community
persons in the Inland Empire as Citizens
Reof Achievement at a Champagne Re
ception to be held at Temple Emanu El,
3512 North "E" Street, San Bernardino,
on Saturday, September 12th, from 7:00
7:(X)
9:00 PM. Cost is $15.00
to 9:(X)
$15.(X) per person.
honThe following persons will be hon
ored at the annual reception:
Marlin Brown, Wilbur Brown, Pete
Corcovelos, Bill Ellison, Janet Green,
WilEdward Harrison, Molly Helms, Wil
liam Jehue, Laska Jones, James King,
ekJames
ElaincMoran,AnnMarieMraz
James
Elaine Moran, Ann Marie Mrazek
Mulvihill, Melva Patterson, Shirley
Jim
Kraker, Frank Rodriguez, Jim
Schneider, Ada Scott, Manuela Sosa
Warsaw.
and Linda Warsaw.
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16 DE
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Inland
Beverage Company,
San Bernardino
Company, San
Inland Beverage
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Outstanding
OuTstanding Mexican
Musical Group to Perform
In San Bernardino Sept 15

%

The Consulate of Mexico in San BerBer
nardino, in coordination with the City
of San Bernardino, through Councilwomen Esther Estrada, is sponsoring
the presentation of the "Ronda/la
"Rondalla del
Valle de la Universidad Autonoma de
Baja California" musical group.
Baja
The presentation will be performed
Bernarat Seccombe Lake Park , San Bernar
dino, on September 15th, at 9:00 PM.
The 16 member group is famed for its
type of music. The music is primarily
ballads, however, a variety of music is
played. The group is composed of string
instruments consisting of guitars and
guitarrons (large bass guitars).
Rondalla is a Spanish word for band
of traveling musicians and would nornor
mally play string instruments. There
are many rondalla groups in Mexko,
Mexico,
del Valle is the
however, the Rondalla del
most outstanding group and has won
numerous awards for its performances.
The public is invited to attend the
free concert.

~~~~~~~~3~
%

BUDWEIS
BUDWEISER
& The Inland Empire Hispanic Chamber of <;ommerce
Commerce
Present
Present

A'C IONAL '92
FIESTA INTER
INTERNACIONAL

September 18th, 19th, 20th -1992
at
ernrdino (Sierra Way & 5th St.)
Seccombe Lake Park, San ·eBernrdino
★

"t?

*
*

* .*
*

FRIDAY &
& SATURDAY
SATURDAY
· FRIDAY

EMERALD CUT
CUT
EMERALD
SUPER
SUPER BOYS
BOYS
Mariachi Lucero • Los Gipsy's
·Mariachi Lucero • Los Gipsy's
Tentacion
JorgeFolklorico
Vasquez
Vasquez
Jorge
Te11tacion
. Ray
Avila* ••Ballet
· Ray _A vila • Ballet Folklorico
a , - : ,, Dueto Las lsabel~s
Dueto Las Isabeles
Marla
~
Yolanda Maria
•. ' . . , . Yolanda

^

A

pT

%
•

'

l

* *
*
★

SUNDAY

SATURDAY
SUNDAY
& SUNDAY
SATURDAY &

LIGHTER
BROWN
OFBROWN
SHADEOF
LIGHTERSHADE

RICK
GERBER
·RICK
niwrv GERBER

N2 Deep
N2Deep
Don Julian and the Meadowlarks

·B udweiser Magician
Di
DUuW6IS6i maglClaii

*

*

A

t

Don Julian and the Meadowlarks
Juan
Mendoza,
Sergio
FachellJr.
Jr.
Mendoza,
Juan
Sergio Facheli
Mariachi Los Halcones
Mariachi Los Halcones

n sored Fiestas
: _: :._:_ .Budweiser
Budweiser Spo_
Sponsored
.

. Villegas Park
Riverside
16 de Septiembre
Sept. 12 & 13
- 10:00 P.M.
12 Noon
Noon-10:00

Perris Valley - Perris
Russel Stewart Park
16 de Septiembre
Sept. 12 & 13 .
- 10:00 P.M.
12 Noon -10:00

Rialto Days '92
Rialto City Park
Rialto
12, 13
Sept. 11,
11,12,13
11 :00 P.M.
Noon --11:00

Fiesta International '92
Seccombe Lake Park
San Bernardino
19, 20
Sept. 18,
18,19,20
10:00 P.M.
NoonNoon-10:00

-----------^^—1---------------------
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Fiest
as Patria
Fiestas
Patriass '92
'92
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September

16t
h
of
Sep
tem
ber
:
Ind
epe
nde
nci
al
16th of September; Independencia!

,

· where
where the
the priest.
priest, Padre
Miguel Hidalgo
Padre Miguel
Y
Costilla,
stood
atop
of
y Costilla, stood atop of a large boulder
with
torch held
held high.
high. This
with his
his torch
This priest was
not
that
interested
not that interested in
in saving the souls of

Ii slaughtered every last survivor. HiI
dalgo left part of his army at the
the.Alhon.diga and went off to Morelia
Morella to riaim
claim
. mote
more victories. Eventually, the priest
would
meet his defeat and be captured.
would meet
But
of course,
course, the Spaniards would
But of
retaliate
severely.
retaliate severely. By then most of
Father Hidalgo’s
Hidalgo's occupying army had
Father
already
fled or deserted leaving only
already fled
innocent townspeople
townspeople- of Guanajuato.
irmocent
A royalist
royalist officer, called the Count De
A
La
nevei:theless was given an
La Cadena, nevertheless
order
to
prepare
order prepare for a mass execution.
executioa
A
A typical
typical rural scene in Mexico during the early 1800s.
"death
As the church bell tolled the “death
knell",
a
humble
Franciscan
friar
came
knell’’,
I:\:(:(:(:(:(:(:(:(:(:(:(:~:~:~:~:~:(:~:~:~:~:~:~~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;:(:~:~:;:~:;:~:;:~:~:;:;:;:;:;:~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; ; ;:; ; ; ; ; ; ; (;j;~;; ; ; ; ~; ; ; ;(;j;j;~; ;~;~~~i '
out
to
off
er
up
his
own
''grito"
of
mercy.
out to offer up his
“grito”
:1=·;ils•l:~;s·~•!•RE~ot;=;=·=·=·=·=•:❖~;~th~·=·h;lr·hiti•;;;·;···;~·;;;;···;;·
"These
eyes
he
held
his
lantern
towards
the
“These
people
have
committed no
A PEASANTS’
REVOLT:
, VICTOR
Y
unexpected
visitors
and
recognized
crime,’’the
friar
said.
“Suspend the
unexpected
visitors
and
the
,
crime,''the
said.
"Suspend
the
A CREOLO
S VICTORY
CREOLOS’
the men
I order for the execution. I beg you in the
the
men as
as several
several members
members of
of the
the
Queretaro
circle he
he had
had joined
Queidtaro literary
literary circle
name of the Lord who will on the last
months
before.
Miguel
months before.
Miguel Hidalgo
Hidalgo y Costilla day ask for an account of the innocent
It was
de
It
was the
the calvary
calvary lieutenant
lieutenant Juan
Juan de
______________
__ here.”
»,.v
blood
that will be____
spilled
here." The
Guanajuato,
a
sprawling
Aldama
agriculand
Guanajuato,
agricul Aldama and Captain
parishioners , but he fought and count, heeding to the words of Padre
Captain Ignacio
Ignacio Allende.
AUende. his
his parishioners,
tural
ng center lay quiet "We've
tural and
and manufactori
manufactoring
Belaunzaran , suspend~
“We’ve been
been discovered!"
discovered!” Allende
AUende struggled
struggled to improve the condition of Belaunzaran,
suspended the order of
and
still
on
a
cool
evening in said.
"Don
Gondlez
and still on a cool September
Septemberevening
has
been
arrested,
their
lives
by
introducing
to
the
inhabisaid. “Don Gonziilez has been arrested,
· executions.
1810. But
But around midnight, a small dede "Aldama
new forms
forms of industry to improve
“Aldama added.
added. 1be
The priest
priest brought
brought the
the tants
tants new
This account of the early uprisings
tachment
men into
the rectory
then he
tachment of
of royalist
royalist soldiers rode out men
into the
rectory then
he bolted
bolted the
the at
at least, their meager economic condicondi-,; for Mexican Independence
of
Independen ce is, of
towards
town of
towards the
the town
of Queretaro.
Querdtaro. There door.
tion.
In
villagers were' ' course,
course. familiar to every
door.
*'---- -----------------tion. ^------—
In return, these
viUagers
Mexican pcreve ry ...
perwas no
was
no moonlight
moonlight so
so the
the calvary
calvary rode
grateful
to their
their parish
parish priest
priest and
and they son dead or alive.
grateful to
At first with
out
-by
touch
light.
The
local
villages
out by touch light. The
stood
by
to
listen
to
what
he
had
to say
Hidalgo 's unexpected
une xpected Grito de De
Destood by to Usten to what he had to
say Hidalgo’s
and
and ranches
ranches that
that were scattered
to
lores, the wars for independence
independenc e began
ist them.
them.
lores,
throughout the
throughout
the countryside lay quiet
"Here
is our
our army,
Padre Hidalgo to have social implications that some
“Here is
army, "“ Padre
while
the
inhabitants
while the inhabitants rested in peace
said
to
Aldama
and
Allende.
said to Aldama and AUende. This priest promise of justice and improved ecooblivious
oblivious to
to what
what was about to happen.
became the
the catalyst
catalyst to a revolution that nomic .conditions
became
conditions for the Indians and
A
-would
ultimately stop
stop for
for more than mestizo peasants, but Spanish-creo
A Queretaro
Querdtaro grocer named
would not
not ultimately
Spanish’ cieoloslosEpigmefiio Gondlez
aa hundred
hundred .years!
Epigmenio
Gonzdlez stirred from a
born in the New World-were at
years! Hidalgo raised his Spanish bom
restless
torch
his gleeming
gleeming bald head:
restless sleep as dogs outside would not
torch over
over his
first reluctant to support such a revolustop
tion.
stop barking.
baridng. An Indian servant boy
'
tion.
quickly tried to wake Gonzfilez,
Gonzdlez, but the
“My children!”,
out,
_Eventually,
. t, u
^ his other
"My
children!", he
he cried
cried
out,
Hidalgo and
and
«A
.
EventuaUy, Hidalgo
his other
c
~ night was suddenly disrupted by
calm
A new dispensation
comes to
us
„
T
^
"A
dispensation comes
to us rebels were captured
captured and
and executed,
executed,
*
A
•
-.o
the
thundering
of
the thundering horse's
horse’s hooves. The
today. Will
Willyoureceiveit?
Willyou
you receive it? Will
you burning
burning with their headless
headless corpses
corpses any
any
grocer
grocer quicklJ
quickly went about the house
yourself! Will you recover the _·Ympe
free yourself?
social
hope of uplifting
uplifting the peasant’s
peasant's
social
and
and his adjoming
adjoining mercado shutting
lands stolen three hundred years conditions. In order to make the
lands
move
the
move
windows
windows and chaining doors. He took
ago
from
fore/others
the
ago
forefathers
by
hated
towards
independence
more
attractive
independenc
e
his servant boy and pushed him through
Spaniards
Spaniards??"
"
to the Creoles and other conservative
an
an opening
opening in the roof.
■■
factions, a royalist officer called
"Run
Padre Jose
“Run to the Corregidor's
Corregidor’s house and
Jos4 Maria Morelos
Agustine de Ituribe, who first fought to
Agustine
tell
tell him the soldiers are coming! Hurry!
.
.
The assemblage of natives then be- defeat the insurgents, decided
turn
decided_to
to tum
Hurry!
Hurry! "As
“ As soon as the boy disappeared
"Were
you followed?"
“Were you
followed?” Asked the came a mob. Fueled by
such words, the the table and
side His
by-such
and join
join the
the other
other side.
His
into the darkness, the soldiers had sursur priest.
people let out a war cry
ciy -and
and lifted their price for treason was the first crown
crown of
of
rounded
The captain
"I
rounded the place.
menacingly towards the night Mexico,
“I don't
don’t think
think so,"
so,” Aldama said as he torches irienacingly
Mexico.
pounded on the front door threatening nervously began wringing his hands,
hands. sky.
What
What actually
actuallyoccurred
occurre4 as
as aa result
~ultof
of
to
1be
to tear
tear it down, but Epigmefiio
Epigmehio and his
"Will
The young
young lieutenant grieved over
“Will you defend your rights as
true the.wais
Independence
was
as·true
the..wars for
for Independenc e was the
the rerewife refustd
refuSt.d to comply. The soldiers the
the tiiought
wife
thought of being captured and exe- patriots? Long live our Lady
Udy of Guada- placement
pigment of
of one
one bad
bad government
government for
if
for
broke
broke into the house and began tearing cuted
cutcd before
before a firing squad. It was lupe! Death to bad government! Death another. Ituribe’s
reign,
lturibe's reign, fortunately,
fortunately,
through everything in sight ripping out treasonous for a royalist soldier to even to the gachupines! ’
through
wily
,,
only lasted
lasted aa year.
year. The
1be promises
promises of
of the
the
doors,
doors, planks, and breaking many of the think of revolt against the crown in New
Then
been
forgotten
Then the
the men
men followed
foil owedthe
thepriest
priest Grito
GritoDe
DeDolores
Doloreshad
~d been forgottenas
as
grocer's
grocer’s wares.
Spain. Aldama
AldMfia and Allende's
AUende’s death down towards
towards aa hidden
replaced Spanish
hidden cellar
cellar below
below Uie
the Creolos
Creolos replaced
Spanish "gachupines”
"gachupines "
T
Finally
Finally in the cellar, the soldiers warrants
war^ts had been signed when the rectory. He took an axe
axe and
and broke
state offices
and other
other responsibUibroke in
in state
offices and
responsibilifo•Jnd
a
cache
of
ammunition
,
muskets,
found
ammunition,
soldiers
soldiers^ found the weapons, for it through the wooden planks.
planks. UnderUnder- ties
ties of
of power,
power.
sw,
,rds and
and machetes of every size. vouldn't
swf.rds
v/ouldn t take long to torture a confes- neath
lay
another
Although
set the
the
neath the
the wooden
wooden debris
debris lay another
Although Father
Father Hidalgo
Hidalgo set
"Arrest
“Arrest them,"
them,’’ the captain ordered as he sion
Sion out of the grocer. The time was not cache
ammunition,
path
for
independence
on
September
cache of
of muskets
muskets and
.and ammunition . path for independenc e on September
glared at
grocer was
at Epigmefiio.
Epigmeftio.
“glared
------ The
—<=>----— ready for revolt for Captain .t\llende
^ende had After the weapons were passed around,
16,1810,
around, 16,
1810, eleven
eleven years
years later
later the
the conserconsertoo terrified to run. He had been caught not yet mobilized and trained an anny.
^tenifiedtorun.
army. Father Hidalgo's
Hidalgo’s new
new “army”
was
on
vative,
wealfliy
forces
of
the
new nation
"anny" was on vatiYe, wealthy forcesofthe newnation
before
to do
But the would-be traitors were not the
themarchor
before he
he had
h^ aa change
change to
do anything.
anj^ng.
march orratheronthe
rather on therampage.
rampage. The put
a crown Iturbide’s
head
making him
putacrownl
turbide'shc
admakingh
im
The
planned
rebellion
had
been
discovwith
The planned
or insurgent
insurgent aimy,
Meanwhile,
the priest to confess their sins or
army, now
now turned
turned into
into aa the
the Emperor
Emperor Auguistln
Auguistfn I.
I. Meanwhile,
ered.
beg for sanctuary. The priest had a bold vengeful mob, slaughtered and pillaged the
the rotting
rotting decapitated
decapitated heads
heads of
of AlAlTwo
Two cloaked riders on horseback idea. He went ·oout
beU tower and nearby
nearby towns
lende, Aldama,
and
Father
Hildalgo
ut to the bell
towns such
such as
as San
San Miguel,
Miguel, lende,
Aldama, and Father Hildalgo
made
a y quickly up towards the so~ded
made their w_
way
sounded the bells
beUs which rang loudly
Celaya, and
finally the
state capital
of swang
swang in
in cages
outside the
loudly Celaya,
and finally
the state
capital of
cages from
from poles
poles outside
the
rector
rectoi hamlet
hamlet of
of Dolores.
Dolores. When they throughout the - village and nearby Guanajuato.
ruined
remains'
of
the
AUiondiga
ruined remains· of the Alhondiga in
in
, reached the church they frantically beat hamlets. Suddenly torches and candles
At the
called Guanajuato
At
the Guanajuato
Guanajuato granary,
granary, called
Guanajuato whose
whose motto
motto was
was to
to bebeon
on the
the door begging the sleeping priest lit up in every dwelling of Dolores. The the
th& Alhondiga, the
the royalist
come "donde
"donde la
vida vale
vale nada".
royalist and
and other
other come
la vida
nada".
to
tall lean figure of
of an inhabitants, mostly poor Indian and suivivors
to let
let them in. The taU
survivors of
of the
pillage
stood
their
final
(where
life
has
no
value),
the pillage stood their final (where life has no value).
aging
from behind
mestizo peasants,
peasants, emerged
aging priest emerged from
behind the
the mestizo
Another
chapter in
emerged from
from their
their ground
ground until
until the
the insurgent
insurgent army
army made
made
Another chapter
in Mexico's
Mexico's history
history
heavy oak door.
After
he
rubbed
door.After he rubbed his
his homes
about to
homes and
and assembled
assembled before
before the
the church
church their
theirway
wayinto
intothe
thefortified
fortifiedgranary
~ r yand
and was
was about
to be
be written.
w ri~n. ,
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Greater _Riverside •Hispanic
Hispanic Chamber
awards scholarsh~ps
scholarships to 16 students

•i ;

This year the Greater Riverside HisHis
panic Chamber of Commerce awarded
ad16 students a $500 scholarship. In ad
dition, Riverside Community College
along with the GRHCC awarded 10
students ·a $500 scholarship to attend
pledgeforanother
R.C.C. There is also a pledge
for another
scholarship which would bring the total
amount of scholarships to about 27
students.

The applications were distributed in
March of this year to all of the Riverside
appliHigh Schools and colleges. The appli
cations were reviewed during the end of
April and the interviews took place on
1992.
May
May 12,
12,1992.
The winners were notified in June and
1992 at a
were recognized on June 24,
24,1992
O'Briens.
Carlos
at
Chamber.mixer
Chaihber mixer

...
Election '92
'92...

Vote
egister and
,-R
Register
and Vote

Artas, Elizabeth Rodriguez,
Cesena, Michell
Left to right front row: Maria Ysela Cesefla,
Micheii Arias,
Rodriguez,
Rosa Jimenez, Isabel Haso, Eduardo Cesena.
Ceseha. Back row: Rodolfo
Rodolfo Garcia,
Garcia,
Aleman,
Joseph Aleman,
Eugene Magana,
Magafia, Alejandro Vasquez,
Vasquez, Carlos
Carlos Gonzales,
Gonzales, Joseph
Torres.
Jose Torres.
Jose

Two New
Project
Project Home
Home Run
Run Completes
Completes Two
New Homes
Homes

home
Mario Ramirez,
Run; Mario
Project Home
President, Project
Adams, President,
(L
(L to
to R
R )) Greg
Greg Adams,
Home Run;
Ramirez, new
new home
Marla Ramirez,
Scott, PHR
Juanita Scott,
owner; Dr. Juanita
PHR Board
Board Member;
Member; Maria
Ramirez, wife;
wife; Sr.
Sr. Kathleen
Kathleen;;
Pat Morris.
(Right) Judge
Barbara Bondiman. (Front)
(Front) Victoria
Victoria and
and Laura
Laura Ramirez;
Ramirez; (Right)
Judge Pat
Morris.

Felicitaciones
Felicitaciones yy mis
mis
sinceros
sinceros saludos
saludos a la
la
colonia
colonia mexicana
mexicana durante
durante
Las
Las Fiestas
Fiestas Patrias
Patrias '92
'92

a

I®
■•i

: Jerry Eaves
,

for Supervisor.
Candidate
Candidate for
Supervisor
5th
5th District
District

Project Home Run, a special mission
of Catholic Charities and St. Bernardine
Bemardine
Medical Center announced the
completionoftwonewhomes
completion of two new homes onRialto
on Rialto
venue.
A
Avenue.
and open
dedication and
special dedication
A special
A
open house
house
20, 1992
August
Thursday,
on
held
was
was held on Thursday, August 20,1992
andl74EastRialtoAvenue,San
at 168 and
174 East Rialto Avenue, San
Bernardino.
Bernardino.
workproject, two
this project,
to this
Due to
two more
more work
ing class families will be able to live
live in
in
a home which they helped to build.
Project Home Run is a joint project
with Catholic Charities and St.
St.
Bernardine Medical Center in which the
Bemardine
enpoor'' volunteer time and en
"working poor"
buildergy in rehabing older homes or build
ing new homes. These are working
payfamilies who make regular house pay
ments and satisfy certain criteria to
·
qualify for the homes.
By working with financial instituinstitu
tions, trade unions, government agenagen
volunteers, Project
cies, utilities and volunteers.
Home Run is able to make home ownown
ership available to families who might
not otherwise never live in their own
homes.
homes.
The City of San Bernardino and the
Economic Development Agency have
been instrumental in the success of this
program. Trade unions have donated
materials.
time and
and materials.
Project Home Run began in 1988 and
to date, six families have moved into
own homes.
their own
their
homes. _
Congratulations
Con9ratulations
to the
the
Kiwanis Club of Greater
San Bernardino

your
on
on your

25th Anniversary

Look
Look for
for Our
Our Special
Special Edition
Edition
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1992
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23,1992
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S.H.U.E.B.I. and Colton's
Washington School
graduate 64 students
SAN BERNARDINO, CA - Somos
EduHcrmanas Unidas Business and Edu
.H.U.B .E.I.) and the
cation Institute (S
(S.H.U.B.E.I.)
Colton Joint Unified School District's
comWashington School held a joint com
mencement ceremony on July 22, 1992.
The ceremony was held at the San
Bernardino City Feldheym Library Bing Wong Lecture Hall. 63 students
SHUBEI's Clerical and
graduated from SHUBEl's
GED Preparation programs and
proWashington's GED Preparation pro
gram. A standing room only audience
attended to recognize the graduating
students.
The musician, David Hux, gave the
audience a live rendition of "Pomp and
Circumstance" for the processional and
recessional. Ariadna Hunter sang "The
Wind Beneath My Wings" in honor of
the teachers and staff. Speakers were
Kimberly Kelly, Coordinator/CounCoordinator/Coun
selor, Adrian Garcia, SHUBEI
SHUBEl - San
Bernardino Associated Body President,
A~Alma Ledezma, SHUBEI
SHUBEl - Colton As
sociated Student Body President, Kathie
Ambrosio, ASB Advisor, and Emma G.
SHUBEI Executive Director.
Lechuga, SHUBEl
Keynote speaker was Keith Lee, the
DeJobs and Employment Services De
JTP A Division Director.
partment JTPA
SHUBEI
SHUBEl has been in operation for 12
years in the Inland Empire. The school
provides educational and vocational
astraining, including job placement as
cursistance. Included in the school cur
riculum is crisis intervention, resource
referral and student counseling. A child
development center is operated for
students with children. SHUBEI
SHUBEl is lolo
cated in the cities of Colton, Highland
and Anaheim.

Schools Are Open
Please
Drive Carefully!

~

=-

Fiestas
Fiestas Patrias
Patrias '92
'92

Wednesday, September
September 9,1992
9, 1992
Wednesday,

Inland
Inland Empire
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News

Democratic
Democratic registratioregistrationn · drive
eeding goals
drive i~
is exc·
exceeding
goals

r

Hispanics Losing Ground in "^
"Hispanics
'^" Federal
Federai Government
Government Hiring
Hiring ~
WASHINGTON - Hispanics are
significantly underrepresented in the
federal workforce, and U.S. government
hiring has not kept pace with the growing
number of Hispanics eligible for federal
numberof
jobs, according to a study released today
by the National Association of Latino
Elected and Appointed Officials
(NALEO).
qsfALEO).
While the national workforce -pri— pri
vate and public sectors -- was 7.8%
Hispanic in 1988, Hispanics represented
only 4.8% of federal government
workers in that year. NALEO's study
reveals that Latinos with college eduedu
cation and U.S. citizenship status fonn
form
an increasingly large segment of
American society, but the federal govgov
ernment is hiring these individuals at a
decreasing rate.
"I
"1 am dismayed that federal governgovern
ment recruiting efforts have not kept up
with Latino demographic realities," says
NALEO Board President and U.S.
Representative EdwardR.
Edward R. Roybal (DCA), Chairman of the U.S. House
Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal

Election
Election '92
'92 --

Service and Ueneral
General Government.
Federal
Federal Government
Government Hires
Hires Too
Too Few
Few
Colleu-Educated
Latinos
College-Educated Latinos
The
in Hispanic
The growth
growth in
Hispanic representation
representation
among
college-educated
among college-educated Americans
Americans
outstripped
the federal
outstripped the
federal government's
government's
hiring
Latinos for
hiring of
ofLatinos
for positions
positions requiring
requiring
aa college
college degree
degree during
during the
the 1980s.
1980s.
Hispanic
representation
in
federal
jobs
Hispanic representation in federal jobs
requiring
a
higher
education
increased
requiring a higher education increased
just29.1%inthe1980s,whileHispanic
just
29.1% in the 1980s, while Hispanic
representation
the total
U.S.
representation among
among the
total U.S.
populationwithacollegedegreesurged
population with a college degree surged
by
by 50.0%.
50.0%.
"We
now know
know that
that U.S.
U.S. citizenship
citizenship
"We now
and
higher
education
rates
and higher education rates among
among
Latinos
Latinos are
arc no
no excuse
excuse to
to explain
explain the
the
federal
federal government's
government's disnial
dismal Latino
Latino
employment
record," comments
comments
employment record,"
NALEO
National
Director
NALEO National Director Harry
Harry
Pachon,
Ph.D.
"It's
time
for
federal
Pachon, Ph.D. "It's time for federal
employment
wake up
up and
employment managers
managers to
to wake
and
takeadvantageofthegrowingnumbers
take advantage of the growing numbers
of
Latinos qualified
U.S.
ofLatinos
qualified to
to serve
serve in
in the
the U.S.
government."
government."

Democratic Assembly candidate Joe
Baca today announced that his local
voter registration drive has picked up so
much speed that it is now the leading
Democratic effort
effort in <;alifornia.
California.
"We have turned in 7,000 new
Democratic registrations-after less than
a month."
"What is remarkable
remaikable about our effort
is that we began five to six weeks behind
- other drives in California, but our pace
is so fast that we have passed most and
· arc
are registering more people per week
thananywhereelseintheState."
than anywhere else in the State."
Baca pointed out that in the last two
weeks his local effort has picked up
nearly2000newvotersperweek,which
nearly2000new voters per week, which
is the highest of any project in the state
of California.
"At this rate, we will surpass every
other Assembly District in California
by the middle of September. We are
arc
certain that we will surpass our own
original goal of 10,000newDemocrats.
10,000 new Democrats.
In fact, we have raised our goal and now
15,000 by the close of
we're shooting at 15,000by
registration in early October.

"The effort is a real tribute to our
supporters who are working so hard. I
am grateful to each of them.
"But the real story lies in the anger
and frustration people have with the
economy and the failure of the political
establishment to do anything. One of
fmstration is that
many examples of this frustration
one of our workers registered two life
time Republicans, husband and wife,
years and
that voted Republican for 62 yeai:s
decided to change their registration to
Democrat. What was gratifying to hear
Democrat:
is that a 92 year-old man, who had
never registered to vote in his life,
decided to register Democrat because
he wanted a change and realized that
his vote can make a difference. You get
a real sense when you're talking to
people that
arc
th~t this year's elections are
going to be different. People are
arc ready
--going
to act and when we ask them to register,
toactandwhenweaskthemtoregister,
but they do so with
they not only agree butthey
a conviction that I haven't seen.
"These new voices will be heard in
November," Baca concluded.

,,,,,,------------------------."'!
A Special Issue of the
A Special Issue of th~
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Register~
Register and
and Vote
Vote

Will
1992
Will be
be published
published on
on September
September 23,
23,1992

Honoring t~e
the.~.
^Honoring
the 25th Anniversary of the
Kiwanis Club of Greater San Bernardino

Best Wishes To The

Hispanic Community

Call
now for
Call now
for congratulatory
congratulatory messages
messages &
& advertising
advertising
(714) 381-6259 FAX
384-0419
(714)381-6259
FAX (714)
(714)384-0419

on the occasion of
\..

Mexican Independence Day
from the

A
A Unique
Unique Vocational
Vocational Training
Training Center
Center
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·P
ublic
Bducati.an
Piildic
Educatioii
... a sound

...asound
in
unrestmenc
in

:

•* WORD
WORD PROCESSING
PROCESSING
ELECTRICITY
*•ELECTRICITY
BLUEPRINTREADING
READING
*•BLUEPRINT
FORKLIFTCERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE
*•FORKLIFT

• AUTOMATED OFFICE SKILLS
• MAINTENANCE MEC~ANIC
MECHANIC
• MACHINE SHOP
• SHIPPING & RECEIVING

SELF-PACED,
SELF-PACED, INDIVIDUA.LIZED
INDIVIDUALIZED
HANDS-ON
HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
VESL,
VESL, MATH
MATH AND
AND GED
GED PREP
PREP

7-ss-0876
785-0876

Federal Financial Aid Available
Avaiiabie
Job
Job Placement
Placement
Accredited
Accredited and
and App'roved
Approved
%

NORTON

I

11

AUTO CENTER

SALES&
SALES &
SERVICE
SERVICE

• Wholesale _• Retail • Since ·1959
1959
Quality Tansportation
Transportation Cars
89 Nissan
N~n Sentra
85Mercury
MercuryMarquis
Marquis
$3,995.00 85
85 Cadillac Sedan de
Ville $4,995.00 86
86Chrysler
ChryslerLeBaron
LeBaron
deVille
86 N~n
Nissan Pulsar $3,295.00

Center for Employment Training
9327 Narnia Drive, Riverside CA

-~tam

A

g.9-c =EASL-7D_OD

$3,995.00
$3,995.00
$3,295.00
$3,295.00

30 Day or 1,000 Mlle
Mile Guarantee Available
25444 E.
E. 3rd
3rd Street
Street
San
Bernardino, CA
25444
San Bernardino,
CA 92410
92410
- Sat 8:30 am -6:00
- 6:00 pm
Phone 889-1135 or 889-1136 Mon -Sat
Se Habla Espanol

Open'
Now Open

HAMEUP.GERS.
KAI'fEURGERS,
CHEESEEURGERS
CHEESEBURGERS
French Frfu,
Fries, Taqwtor,
Taquilos, Soft
Tacos, Soft Drinks

;1
~

I

Buy One
One:
t
,
99¢
Item'
99^
Item
-=-=-::.....,_-+~ I
I
c-1
, Get The 2nd One :

t-'2'i.

Everything

.

~~

:

I

SS9-7GgS Limit
8&9-70.98:
·one
-per·
·:
coiq>on
cuaomeT
1001
loot W
W.. 5th
5th Street
Street ' Limitcac coapanper...- I
. ·-

San
San Banardino
Bernardino
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Expires Oct-1,
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Seniors
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Wednesday,
September 9,1992

Warning to seniors on Medi·
care policy changes
Medicare
Under a new federal law effective
July 30th, senior citizens will have the
opportunity to either maintain their
current Medicare supplement coverage
or purchase one of ten new standardized
policies available from private insurers.
Seniors should use caution when malcmak
ing this decision - some unscrupulous
insurance agents are poised to earn large

commissions by selling the new policies
to senior citizens whose current policy
adequately suits their needs. The new
Medicare supplement standardization
law does not reguire
require that they purchase
a new policy.
Lured by the prospect of earning up
to a 60% first year commission by
switching a client to a new
policy, some
new’policy,

For:,tana
Arts Center
Fontana Performing
Performing Arts
Center
94o0 Sierra Avenue, Fontana

(714)
(714) 350-6734
350-6734
proudly presents:

Stars
Stars of
of the
the Lawrence
Lawrence Welk
Welk Show
Show
I

featuring
featuring Myron
Myron Floren,
Floren, Joe
Joe Fe~ney
Feeney &
& Jo
Jo Ann
Ann Castle
Castle
Come
Come celebrate
celebrate the
the legacy
legacy of
of Lawrence
Lawrence Welk
Welk
and
relive
memories
of
the
Show.
and relive memories of the Show.
Saturday, September 19,
1992, 8:00p.m.
19,1992,8:00p.m.

.Single
/$15
Single Tickets:
Tickets: $20/$17
$20/$ 17/$
15

Paul Rodriguez
with Mariachi Nuevo Uclatlan

rs-

Paul Rrodriguez
Paul
Rrodriguez isis known
known for
for delivering
delivering the
the unexpected
unexpected
with
a
brand
of
comedy
that
is
spontaneous
with a brand of comedy that is spontaneous
and
and rich
rich with
with sensitive
sensitive intelligence.
intelligence.

Saturday, September 26,
1992, 8:00p.m.
26,1992,8:00p.m.

. Single
Tickets: $18/$15/$13
SingleTickets:
.

Upcoming
Upcoming Shows
Shows Include:
Include: The
The Tommy
Tommy Dorsey
Dorsey Orchestra;
Orchestra;
Eddie
Eddie Rabbitt;
Rabbitt; Pete
Pete Barbutti,
Barbutti, Barbara
Barbara McNair
McNair and
and the
the Tex
Tex
Beneke
Orchestra;
A
Christmas
Evening
with
Anna-Maria
Beneke Orchestra; A Christmas Evening with Anna Maria
Alberghetti
Alberghetti &
& John Raitt;
Raitt; and
and Rita
Rita Moreno
Moreno
Call
Call (714)
(714) 350-6734
350-6734 for
for your
your free
free brochure
brochure or
or to
to order
order by
by phone.
phone.

unethical agents will try to persuade an
elderly person into switching a very
good Medicare supplement policy for
one with fewer benefits. To avoid being
ripped-off, senior citizens who are
considering changing theirpolicy
their policy should
call the Department of Insurance's tollfree hotline: 1-800-927-HELP. The
department, in conjunction with HlC
HI CAP,
AP,
the Health Insurance Counseling and
Advocacy Program,
Program , will help you
compare the benefits of your current
policy to the new ten standardized
Medicare supplement policies to be sure
you are getting the best benefits at the
most affordable price.
Most Americans over 65 depend on
Medicare as weU
well as Medicare supplesupple
ment insurance to cover their health
care needs. Before deciding to switch
policies, seniors are advised to:
Talce your
yourtime.
••Take
time. Do not be pressured
into buying a policy by an agent who
tells you that there is a limited enroll
enrollment period. Ethical salespeople will
not rush you.
_
• For those who have just turned 65,
there.
there is a six month open enrollment
poliperiod for purchasing of the new poli
folcies. For six months immediately fol
lowing enrollment in Medicare (Part
B), you cannot be denied Medicare
supplement coverage because ofhealth
problems.
• Compare the benefits and price of
your current policy to the
new policies.
\
If any part of the policy is unclear or
confusing, call the department's tollfree hotline.
• Avoid duplication of benefits by
purchasing a single policy rather than
several policies which may be unlaw
unlawfully sold.
• Carefully consider the waiting
periods for
forpreexisting
preexisting conditions stated
within each policy.
• Never pay cash and always get a
receipt. California law provides that an
....

Inland Counties Legal Services
Condados de Riverside y San Bernardino
Asistencia gratis en casos de Ley civil al pobre y al anciano
Si usted o0 alguna persona que conoce necesita asistencia legal en derecho civil, nosotros ofrecemos consejo
yy consulta, preparaci6n
preparacidn de archivos
archives yy documentos de Corte asi como representaci6n
representacidn en Corte o ante

jurado administrativo
administrative en las siguientes areas:
•Casos
de
•Casos de famiJia
familia
custodia
custodia de
de niiios/sostenimiento
ninos/sostenimiento
divorcio
divorcio
abusa
abusa de
de niiios
nines oo personas
personas
•Beneficios
•Beneficios administrativos
administrativos
J estampillas de comida '
'2- —
medicare
medicare
ayuda
ayuda general
general
seguro
seguro social
social
^
asistencia
asistencia publica
publica
medicaid
medicaid

Oficina en Riverside
1240 Palmyrita Ave., Ste."
A"
Ste. "A"
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)
(714) 683-7742
683-7742

•Casos
•Casos del
del Consumidor
Consumidor
problemas
problemas de
de credito
crMito
problemas
problemas de
de deudores
deudores
ventas
ventas fraudulentas
fraudulentas
•Viviendas
•Viviendas
juicio hipotecario
juicio
hipotecario
dueiio
dueno de
de tierras/inquilino
tierras/inquilino
viviendas
viviendas publicas
publicas
•Empleo
•Empleo
beneficios
beneficios de
de desempleo
desempleo
discriminacion
discriminacion
*Educacion
*Educaci6n (suspensiones
(suspensiones yy expulsiones)
expulsiones)

Oficina en.San
en San Bernardino
275 W. Hospitality Lane
San Bernardino, CA 92408
(714) 884-8615 - 824-2867

agent may not collect more than a month
agentmay
premium with an application.
• Request an outline of the policy's
coverage and READ IT CAREFULLY.
Yourinsurancecompanyshoulddeliver
Your
insurance company should deliver
a policy within 30 days. If you don't
receive a policy, contact the company
and obtain in writing the reason for the
resJ)Onse
delay. If you don't receive a response
within 60 days, call the department's
and file a complaint.
hotline and
• Once you receive the policy, YQY
vou
days to take a "free look" to
have 30 davs
isreview it. Companies that sell field is
sued policies are required by law to
inform you that your free look begins
deupon receipt of your notice. If you de
cide you don't want the policy, send it
back to the agent or company within 30
days of receiving it and ask for a full
refund.
your agent to show proof
• Require vour
of a Life and Disability Agent license ·
by the California Department of
issued bv
Insurance,
Insurance. Be aware that policies to
supplement Medicare are neither sold
nor serviced by the state or federal
governments. Report any salesperson
who tells you that he or she is with the
government to the Department of InIn
surance by calling the toll-free hotline.
Seniors should be aware of agents
that say you ~
have to quickly switch
policies before the enrollment period
ends - you don't have to and shouldn't
unless you'll save money, have better
coverage or better service.

Adolescent Pregnancy
& Parenting Problems
pregAre you interested in teenage preg
nancy and parenting issues in the Inland
Empire? If so, you are cordially invited
to attend a conference to be held at
California State University, San BerBer
nardino on Wednesday, September 16,
from 8:30 am - 4:30 pm. Highlights
include the dynamic keynote speaker.
spealcer,
Dr. Joycelyn Elders, Director of Ar
Arkansas' Department of Health. He has
lectured nationwide on the problems
comthese teenagers face and urges com
munities to be proactive in addressing
the multiple needs of adolescents who
are pregnant, parenting, or even both.
workshops
Morning and afternoon woikshops
will offer a variety of stop-gap measures,
mountresources, and solutions to the mount
ing number of pressures associated with
children having children. The renowned
Kaiser Teen Theatre will present "Se"Se
crets" to complete the day.
To request registration and fee
f~e in
information, please call the Adolescent
Berand Parenting Program at the San Ber
nardino County Department of Public
Health at (714) 880-5977. Deadline to
conregister is September 9 in order to con
firm your space. After that date, you
may call Office of Extended Education
at eSUSB,
CSU SB, at (714) 880-5977, for space
availability.
availability.

Politics
Politics &
& Latinos
Latinos

'
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(...__P_o_
·w_e_r_P_o_lit_ic_s_&_
_a_t_in_o_s______,)
Power
Politics & ·LLatinos
Latino communities throughout the
nation have made significant strides in
the political arena during the last few
years and Latino voters could have a
major impact on this year's_
year's presidential
election. The growing potential of the
Latino electorate will be explored in
"Power, Politics and Latinos," a onehour PBS television special, airing
Tuesday.September
Tuesday, September 15 at9p.m.
at 9 p.m. (check
local listings).
The documentary is produced by the
National Latino Communications CenCen
ter (NLCC) and Galan Productions for
PBS, presented by the NLCC and KCEf
KCET//
Los Angeles. Produced and directed by
award-winning documentary filmmaker
Hector Galan, the program is part of
public television's
television’s extensive "Election
'92" coverage.
"Power, Politics and Latinos" examexam
ines the history ofLatino
ofLatino voting patterns,
as well a~
as the potential impact of the
growing Latino electorate on this year's
year’s
presidential election. The 4.5 million
projected Latino voters in the election
are concentrated in nine states-Arizona,
states - Arizona,
California, Colorado, Florida, lliinois,
Illinois,
New Jersey, New Mexico, New York,
and Texas - which together control 202
electoral college votes. A minimum of
270 electoral votes are needed to win
the election.

The documentary will also show the
often contradictory attitudes and points
of view of different generations among
Latinos. It starts with the generation
that began to flex its political q:mscles
muscles
during the Great Depression. It concon
tinues through World War II and into
the early 1960s as Latinos demanded
their political rights, often in the face of
oppressive laws and practices that
sought to deny Hispanics access to the
ballot box.
Using Southern California as a mimi
crocosm of the changing nature of
ethnic voting nationwide, the program
focuses on the current political process
by following the campaign to select the
Democratic candidate for the historic
30th Congressional District in Los
Angeles. For 30 years, this district has
been served by Latino U.S. CongressCongress
man Edward Roybal, a strong voice for
the Latino community.
Other political experts appearing in
the film include: Henry Cisneros,
former mayor of San Antonio, Texas
and co-chair of the National Hispanic
Leadership Agenda; Gaddi Vasquez,
Orange County Supervisor
and speaker
Supervisorand
at the Republican National Convention;
and Harry Pachon, Kenan Professor of
Politics at Pitzer College at the ClarQaremont Colleges.
_ _ , .

Eaves Sponsors New Kaiser Clean-up Bill
SACRAMENTO - A measure by As
Assemblyman Jerry Eaves (D-Rialto)
aimed at ·eembarking
mbarking on the environenviron
mental cleanup of the old Kaiser Steel
Mill in Fontana and bringing thousands
of new jobs to the area was approved
Monday by the full Assembly on a 760 vote and sent to the Governor's desk.
"This is really a win-win measure for
both businesses and the environment,"
Eaves said. "Not only will this measure
get a contaminated site like the old KaiKai
ser Steel Mill
MiU cleaned up with private
funds, not public tax dollars, it11
it'll also
encourage businesses to set up shop and
put people to work
woik here in the Inland
Empire."
AB 2589 is designed to inject some
badly needed private funds into the haz
hazardous waste cleanup process. Under
current law, private companies are re
reluctant to get involved in the cleanup
process or to loan money to companies
cleaning up contaminated sites for fear
they would eventually become liable
for on-site contamfoation,
contamination, even though
they played no part in fouling the site.
This measure removes that roadblock
by allowing the state Department of
Toxic Substances Control to release from
liability a company that either helps
. finance the cleanup of the hazardous
substance released at the old Kaiser
Steel Mill site or acquires an interest in
the Fontana site.
"The old Kaiser Steel plant in Fontana

is a perfect example of an industrial
contaminated site that would benefit
from this bill," Eaves cominued.
continued. "Kai"Kai
ser is looking to develop this site into
an industrial and business park. This
bill will provide the incentive
incemive for a
private company to come in, help fifi
nance a cleanup, possibly buy the
property, and tum
turn it into a viable
all under the subusiness enterprise, aU
su
pervision of a state agency to make
sure that the cleanup is done right the
first time."
"At its peak, the Kaiser Steel Mill
employed eleven thousand people,"
Eaves said. "I firmly believe that AB
2589 is the first step towards bringing
those eleven thousand jobs back to
Fontana and the Inland Empire."
The concept embodied in AB 2589
is supported by the "Report of the 90
Day External Program review of
California's Toxic Substances
Substafices Control
Program," which was prepared for the
California Environmental Protection
Agency.
AB 2589 is supported by the California
Chamber of Commerce, the Sierra
Club, the Planning & Conservation
League, and the California Commerce
Center.
The Governor now has until SepSep
tember 30, 1992 to sign or veto AB
with
2589, or allow it to become law without his signature.
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Wednesday,
Wednesday, September
September 9,.1992
9,1992
PBS One Hour Documentary Airs September 15

-"Power, Politics and Latinos,"
a PBS one-hour documentary, examines
Latinos,"aPBSone-hourdocumentary,examines
the
history
of
Latino
voting
patterns,
the history of Latino voting patterns, as
as well
well as
as the
the potential
potential impact
impact
of
the
growing
Latino
electorate
on
this
year's
national
of the growing Latino electorate on this year's national election.
election. The
The .
program,
program, presented
presented in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with public
public television's
television’s extensive
extensive
"Election
"Election '92"
*92" coverage,
coverage, airs
airs Tuesday,
Tuesday, September
September 15.
15. {Check
(Check local
local
listings).
listings). {Left)
(Left) Volunteers work
work at
at getting
getting out
out the
the Latino
Latino vote.
vote. {Right)
(Right)
Bi-lingual
Bi-lingual voting
voting instructions
instructions make
make the
the polls
polls more
more accessible
accessible to
to nonnonEnglish
speaking
voters.
Photo
Credit:
Mitzi
Trumbo
English speaking voters. Photo Credit: Mitzi Trumbo

-

The program also will provide a
look at the demographics of today's
diverse national Latino community.
"The program will show that neither
the Democratic nor the Republican
party has a lock on the Latino vote,"
says NLCC Executive Director Jose
Luis Ruiz.

"Ethnic voting is in no one's pocket.
Both parties are at work trying to woo
the ethnic voter and there can be no one
campaign
for
everybody.
Multiculturism
is
thefutureof
Multi culturism the future of America,
and how the political process responds
to this reality is sure to have a tremen
tremendous impact on this society."
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SPECIFICATIONS
APPLE VALLEY
VALLEY LANDFILL
FOR APPLE
LANDFILL
SPECIFICATIONS FOR
GROUNDWATER
GROUNDWATER REMEDIATION
REMEDIATION PILOT
PILOT PROJECT
PROJECT
SOLID
WASTE MANAGEMENT
SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
621 EAST CARNEGIE DRIVE, SUITE 270
SAN
SAN BERNARDINO,
BERNARDINO, CA
CA 92415-0017
92415-0017 .

WIii
1992
Will be
be published
published on
on SepteMber
September 23,
23,1992

Honoring the 25th Anniversary of the
Kiwanis Club of Greater San Bernardino

NOTICE INVITING BIDS
Notice is hereby given that sealed bids are being accepted for Apple
Af^le Valley Groundwater
Remediation Pilot Project at the San Bernardino Co\Dlty
County Apple Valley Landfill. Bids will
be received by the County of San Bernardino, Solid Waste Management Department, at 621
East Carnegie Dr., Suite 270, San Bernardino, California 92415-0017, \Dltil
until 10:00 a.m.,
September
22. 1992, at which time and place the bids will be publicly opened and read aloud.
September22.1992.

Cpll
Cpll now
now for
for congratulatory
congratulatory messages
messages &
& advertising
advertising
(714)
381-6259
FAX
(714)
384-0419
(714)381-6259 FAX (714)384-0419

A ma."ldatory
mandatory Pre-bid Meeting for prospective bidders is scheduled for 10:00 o'clock,
Se_ptember9.1992
at the office of the Solid Waste
September9.1992at
Waste Management Department, 621 E. Carnegie ·
Drive. Suite 270. Room A. A job walk will follow atJhe
at the job site at the Apple Valley Landfill
at 2:00 p.m. Bids submitted by firms who have not participated in the Pre-bid Meeting will
be disqualified. This meeting is to inform potential contractors and subcontractors of the
scope and requirements of the Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) and Women Busin~ss
Business
Enterprise (WBE)
program. BIDDER'S A
TIENDANCE AT
THIS MEETING IS A REQ(WBE)program.
ATTENDANCE
ATTHIS
REQ
UISITE for demonstrating "good faith effort" in attempting to obtain MBE and WBE
participation.

..
WE
When We
SUPPLIE
upple

Attention is directed to the requirements of Section 54 of the General Conditions Provisions
regarding goals of Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) and Women Business Enterprise
(WBE) participation in the project.

M

Th.
is project has a goal of 15 percent Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) and 5 percent
This
Women Business Enterprise (WBE) participation. ·• '
;

LICY
OUCY
ES.
CES.

State Contractor's Class C-57 License..
License is required. ·
Bids shall be s~bmitted
submitted in a sealed envelope labeled "Apple Valley Landfill Groundwater
Remediation Pilot Project", addressed to Solid Waste Management Department,
Deparnnent, and plainly
marked with the name and address of the bidder and the Contract being bid. Contract is as
follows:
"Apple Valley
Valiev Landfill Groundwater Remediation Pilot Project"
The work area of the project is in San Bernardino county and located at the Apple Valley
landfill described elsewhere in this bid document.
^

"

A Bid
rKejved after the time established for receiving bids will not be considered and no
°id T~rr'"~*
bidder may withdraw his bid within sixty (60) days after the actual date of opening thereof.
The
Tbe owner reserves the right to reject or accept any and all bids. Bids may be rejected if they
show any alteration of form, additions, conditions, erasures, or irregularities of any kind,
incomplete bids will be rejected.

At GTE we've
we’ve always believed
in
in giving
giving everyone
everyone an
an equal
equal
opportunity.
opportunity.
·s why we work
work hard
hard to
That
That's
give companies owned by minorminor
ities and women their first break.
In fact.
fact, we're so committed to·
to
this idea
program
this
idea, we sponsor a program

that provides business education
training to both minority and
women owned firms.
So if your business would like
to connect with GTE. feel free
to contact us for information.
information.
Because GTE also stands for
opportunity.
opportunity.

1:113
o,

Tl IF POWFI!
THF
IH)W1 R IS
ISOS

The bidder shall comply with the requirements of all applicable governmental agencies and
with the requirements of all the contract documents. Each bidder shall deposit with his bid,
security in the form and amount described in the "Instruction to Bidders." The County of San
Bernardino has ascertained by Resolution the general prevailing rates of per diem wages in
the locality in which the work is to be performed and adopted in accordance with the
California Labor Code. A copy is on file at the Solid Waste Management Department, 621
East Carnegie Dr., Suite 270, San Bernardino, CA 92415-0017.
The contract documents shall consist of the Notice Inviting Bids, Instruction to Bidders,
Proposal, Bid Sheet(s), Contractor's Licensing Statement, List of Subcontractors, Bid
Security Form for the Check ofBond,
Bernardino County Affinnative
ofBond, San
SanBemardino
Affirmative Action Compliance
Program for the Contractors and Vendors, Notice to Prospective Subcontractors of ReRe
quirements forCertifications ofNon-Segregated
ofNon-Segregated facilities,
facilities. Agreement, Faithful Performance
Bond, Payment Bond, Non-Collusion Affidavits, General Conditions, Detail Specifications,
Technical Specifications and the Drawings listed therein, all of which documents are on file
in the Solid Waste Management Department and are hereby referred to and made a part of
the Notice of Inviting Bids.
·

Vendor Adminis1ra1ion.
Administraiion.ti
PH California.
C.lilbrnia, 1'0.
PO. Bo\305>)-RC
A')!76')-305')
V.:mlor
(j rE
Ho, 3059-IK 160').Pomona.C.
1609. Pomona.C:\
'llWl-305'1 I(71415')0-6566.
71-i t 5'l0-h566.

A Unique
Vocational Training
A
Unique Vocational
Training Center
Center

Ut

Campesino

Trabajo en
Trabajo
en Agrlcultura
Agricultura en
en los
los ultlmos
uitimos 24
24 meses
meses ??
Fue
Fue afectado
afectado por
por las
las eladas
eladas del
del 1990
1990 &
& 91?
91 ?

En Soldadura
Almacenamiento de Bodega
Preparaclon
Preparacion de
de GED
GED y
y Clases
Ciases de
de Ingles
Ingles

"La Fam/Ila
/es desea un Feliz 16 de Septlembre"
Familia de CET
CETles
Septiembre"
Federal Financial Aid Available
Job Placement
Accredited
Accredited and
and Approved
Approved

%

{714)) O877-3838
I ! •‘OOOO

Center for Employment Training
19059 Valley Blvd., Suite 202, Bloomington, CA

%

A full set of plans and specifications may be obtained from the Solid Waste Management
Department, 621 East Carnegie Dr., Suite 270, San Bernardino, California, 92415-0017, for
prospective bidders at a cost of $35 per set (non-refundable). A fee of$5
of $5 will be charged for,
for
handling and mailing.
At the time each bidder obtains a copy of the Contract Documents, it shall designate the
address to which written addenda are to be sent and a current telephone number to which
notification can be made and, FAX number that can be used for late notice addenda.
Plans and Specifications are available for inspection at no charge at the Solid Waste
Management Department, 621 East Carnegie Drive, Suite 270, San Bernardino, California.
The work is expected to start on or about November 2, 1992, and to be completed by
December 15,
1992.
15,1992.
DATED: 8/24/92 .
JOHN A. BURKE, Director
Solid Waste Management Department

.
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Additional ·. ·•.~• Auto
Gift Shops
Shops
Auto Maintehance
Maintenance •• Gift
Shops·
t~urants) :'' '.,' .•• Print
·} •.Re!
Print
Shops*
Restaurants
Business
Business < /• Legal
•• Accounting
Accounting .
Legal Servi~s
Services ·.
t ~J~amiiy
•.Family ,Recreation
Recreation .. •• Veterinary
Veterinary
Through
es .. •• Hair
- •~·ciothlng'Stoi
Through
Hair Salons
Salons
• Clothing Stores
Video Stores
•• Video
.Appliance
&'
· ~• TV
Stores
TV
&
Appliance
BARTERING
BARTERING • Flower Shops • Construction

~~

,anSan Bernardino
v.o.San
Bernardino County
County

· Sheriffs
Sheriffs
ii
,_.• - Department
Department

We've got
We've
got it
it all!!
all!!

DepartCounty Sheriff's
San Bernardino
the San
whh the
A career
A
career with
Bernardino County
Sheriff's Depart
In
Is in
there
all
experience
to
opportunity
the
with
you
provides
ment
ment provides you with the opportunity to experience all there is
tomorrow!!!
and
.••
today
enforcement
law
law enforcement today...and tomorrow!!!

• ~;:::;tion
Jewelers

you can
when you
earned cash
Why
Why lay
lay out
out your
your hard
hard earned
cash for
for your
your business
business needs
needs when
can be
be
bartering
bartering for
for them
them with
with the
the actditional
additional business
business we
we send
send you?
you?

for
settled for
have previously
who have
ever, people
than ever,
more than
Now,
Now, more
people who
previously settled
new
Into new
are looking
professional I.Ives
their professional
"'something less"'
"something
less" In
in their
lives are
looking into
and MEANING!
OPPORTUNITY, and
with DIVERSITY,
careers with
careers
DIVERSITY, OPPORTUNITY,
MEANING!

and reduce
Conserve
Conserve your
your cash
cash outlay
outlay and
reduce your
your overhead
overhead by
by bartering
bartering with
with Barter
Barter
bexpenses.
personal and
members
members for
for your
your business,
business, personal
and family
family bexpenses.

experigrowth by
professional growth
and professional
personal and
your personal
Enhance
Enhance your
by experi
offer.
to
has
agency
enforcement
law enforcement agency has to offer.
complete law
a complete
everything a
encing everything
encing
can
too
you
how
see
and
today
Recruiters
Sherlff"s
our
of
one
Contact
Contact one of our Sheriff's Recruiters today and see how you too can
life.
back Into
CHALLENGE back
put
put CHALLENGE
into your
your life.

mechanical and
(credits for
equivalent (credits
Example ... Pay
Example...
Pay aa $200
$200 cash
cash equivalent
for your
your mechanical
and printing
printing
nee.ds
needs from your accumulated credits.
cr^its.
Using
Using your
your wholesale
wholesale barter
barter credits
credits (equivalent
(equivalent dollars)
dollars) you
you are
are purchasing
purchasing at
at
YOU STILL
your
your cost
cost (wholesale).
(wholesale). Doesn't
Doesnl that
that sound
sound great?
great? PLUS
PLUS YOU
STILL HAVE
HAVE THAT
THAT
$200
$200 CASH
CASH IN
IN YOUR
YOUR POCKET·
POCKET - SOUND
SOUND INTERESTING?
INTERESTING?

and Bilinguals
Women, Minorities
Women,
Minorities and
Bilinguals
apply
to
encouraged
are
are encouraged to apply

BARTER EXCHANGE
1678 North
North "E"
“E” Street
street
San Bernardino, CA 92405

contact:
For more information contact:

SIGN-UP MEMBERSHIP COUNT OVER 300

San Bernardino County Sheriff's Dept.

Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 7 Years

(714)
(714) 387-3750
387-3750

(714) 881-6130-34 • .(FAX)
(FAX) 881-6135
Ask for Josepf!,
Joseph. Julie,
Julie. Maryann
Marvann or Tony

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED AD\r~RTISING

...
A Career in Law Enforcement
Enforcement...

Dick UJiffii/Mns. Si

tt~·~;:;~~.;;•.,. :.

•
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15
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Employer
Action Employer
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
An Equal
An
Opportunity/Affirmative Action
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Developers' Opportunity To Respond To

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
Offered By
By

2 apartamentos
de renta en San Bdno.
2-recamaras,
baiios
' 11/2 banos
$450 mas deposito
Margarita

Se Rentan 3 casas en Fontana
1,
1,22 o 3 recamaras, limpias,
pintadas, alfombra, patio,
cercados, calle privada.
$450 a $700,
Llame Maria

714-984-1557

714/737-9203

The Redevelopment Agency is seeking a
qualified developer for development of a
Intercommercial/retail corrider fronting the Inter
wi th high growth
state 10 freeway - an area with
decade.
new
the
in
potentiai
potential

'

Paul Renteria Productions
Musical
Musical Entertainment
Entertainment
Mariachi
Mariachi •• 'Te:z:-Me:z:
Tez-Mex •• Trio
Trio
Folklorlco
Grupo
Grupo Folklorico Dancers
Dancers •• Charros
Charros
Blue Grass
& Blue
Western
Western Swing
Swing &
Grass

\..
V

"Los
”Los Rock
Rock Angels",
Angels", Manager
Manager
8011 Daisy Road, Phelan CA92371 ((619)
619) 949-0149

/

£a
La 'TijeraStyfing
Lijera StyCing

A,GENCY
REDEVELOPMENT A^GENCY
COLTON
CiTY OF COLTONFOR THE CITY
,,,
-FOR
Located in the heart of the Inland Empire,
Colton is one of the fastest growing cities
two-county area, with available land
in the Iwo-county
at affordable prices.

COLTON
CCITON
—---^

~

\

For more Information, please contact
-

David Zamora
(714)
(714) 370-5052

Drive
Cadena Drive
La Cadena
650
650 N.
N. La
Colton, CA 92324

Jl,u{ 'Barber
And
‘BarSer Salon
22430 'Barum
‘Barton 1(pad
3(pad
^randlerrace, Dt
CJ4 92324
(jrrwi~rrau,

825-6703
(714)
(714)825-6703
Thurs. 9 AM to 9 PM
Thurs.9AMto9PM

9AM to 6PM
Tun.,
T
um., Wed., Frl
FrL 9AMto6PM

V
,

Election
'92

to 5 PM
9 AM
Sat.
Sat.9
AMtoSPM

3-Bedroom, 2-Bath
Redlands School District
Greenspot
& Creenspot
Corner Cortez &

--Jimmie's
Jimmie's Camitas
Camitas Barbecue
Barbecue Catering
Catering Service
Service

Register

•• 24
24 Years
Years Experience
Experience ••

&

Call Stella

VOTE!

883-8482
881-2641

$112,500

Specializing
Specializing in
in Beef
Beef &
& Pork
Pork

•• Weddings
Weddings •• Parties
Parties •• Picnics
Picnics
any
for
Service
Quality
Quality Service for any number
number of
of persons
persons

...

East Highland
New Home

Call 783-1688
J
immy CAN
can SAVE
sa ve you
money!
you MONEY!
JIMMY

Tall, middle-aged attorney
seeks tall, attractive, very
shapely Hispanic, bilingual
female, 25-35. Own home
Lake. Very nice
in Silver Lake.
problems.
situation and no problems.

Call
Cali Bob,
(619) 952-3040

r
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Wednesday, September
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septie bre celebre
Este 16 de septiembre
orita.
con su cerveza
cervezjci fi
fyvorita.
Porque siempre
Porque
Louis, Mo .GJ
Cerve.za
Cerveza Budweiser Arlheuse,-Buscl'I.
Anheuser-Busch, Inc
(nc •St
-St Louis.
®

Anheuser-Busch,
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.,
Inc., San
San Bernardino-Riverside
Bernardino-Riverside
.

Budweiser Sponsored Fiestas
,

r

'!,

Villegas Park
Riverside
16 de Septiembre
Sept. 12 & 13
- 10:00 P.M.
12 Noon
Noon-10:00
Vi .

•- .

Perris Valley - Perris
Russel Stewart Park
16 de Septiembre
Sept. 12 & 13
10:00 P.M.
12 Noon-Noon -10:00
.

Rialto Days '92
Rialto City Park
Rialto
12, 13
Sept. 11,
11,12,13
- 11 :00 P.M.
Noon -11:00

Fiesta lntern.clli.ml_al
International '92 _
"'
Seccombe Lake Park
San Bernardino
19, 20
Sept. 18,
18,19,
10:00 P.M.
NoonNoon-10:00
,

